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STAYSTHESAMEISCHANGE

As creatures of habit, change is a word that elicits many types of

feelings and reactions in people and even animals and plant life. One
thing is for certain though, all life adjusts and evolves with its
environment. Most people don't like change because it often takes us
out of our comfort zone and we generally tend to fear what we don't
know. Embracing and becoming sensitive to one's full being (meaning
physical, mental and spiritual bodies) brings a calmness and readiness
for the inputs of change and experience. Once fully in tune with self,
life becomes an exciting show of change that we both participate in and
observe from within.
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Navigating through life has always been a challenge fraught with
environmental hardships or even human created limitations, but
understanding the veil between the different states of being will surely
help one embrace the experience. True happiness can only be attained
when one is happy with themselves and that comes with diligent work
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become unattached to the mundane and physical or sensory worlds
that many believe to be the totality of living. It only takes the acquisition
of material gain and status for one to quickly realize that happiness is
not for sale and true happiness comes from synergizing your complete
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self and keeping a balance in your relationships with yourself, your
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loved ones and the world around you.
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J. Dodd Jr - Executive Director
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STEAM Teams has partnered with Dekalb Academy of
Dekalb Academy
of Technology &
Environment, also
known as DATE, is a
leading Charter school
in Dekalb County and

Jerone Dodd Jr (left) is
Technology & Environment to usher in a new era of STEM

have the chance to learn advanced skills in fields such as
Digital Media, 3D Animation and Solar Energy. K through 4th
graders will have Robotics classes, which focus on many of
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SOLAR& GREENENERGY
Solar powered boats are becoming more
popular in the boating world. In this month's
solar activity, the students constructed solar
powered boats. The three main objectives for
this activity were buoyancy, design, and the use
of solar energy in different forms of
transportation. The students worked in groups
to design and construct their boats. The
students were given the option to use 16oz
water bottles and/or styrofoam, solar panels ,
and a motor. The main focus of the construction phase was deciding how
to move the boat across water. One way of achieving this was using a fan
mechanism where the the students made a fan like object in the back of
theirs boats to propel it forward. The other way was to use pulley system
using a drive gear and a driven gear and the fan mechanism to create a
propeller to thrust the boat forward.
Solar Energy Teacher
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Students not only
participated in the
project and built electric
motors, but they
demonstrated their
newfound knowledge
with a presentation.
Digital Media Instructor
Rolanda Oliver (left) (right)

ROBOTICS

Being responsible with
technology and teaching
our children what is on or
off limits with technology.

During recent robotic program, students did a new
science project ? use battery, magnet, and copper
wire to build their own electric magnet motor that
really spins! As soon as you put the copper wire
frame onto the battery, the motor starts the
endless spinning by itself, therefore students also
call it ?magic motor ?.
Throughout the progress of this project, students
learned the physics concept of ?Right Hand Rule?,
which is the method to determine the directions of
magnetic force, electrical current and the applied
force. Given any two of these factors, the third
factor can be found.
Furthermore, students summarized this project by
doing presentation and make public speeches.

STEAM Teams Robotics
students showing off their
"Magic Motors." The
students learned about the
physics concept of "Right
Hand Rule," dealing with
magnetic force, electrical
current and applied force.

DMINDUSTRYNEWS
How sh ou ld w e t each ou r k ids t o u se digit al m edia?

Digital Media

Any time a new technology is introduced, it disrupts values, routines and
behaviors. This goes back well before the printing press replaced oral histories
or the telephone replaced face-to-face conversations, but is evident today in
our regular habits of checking our smartphones for notifications. Kids are
growing up with the expectation of auto-playing streaming videos and having
access to our phones when we need them to be quiet.

students at Dekalb

Human anxieties about these changes can take years to resolve, as we slowly
figure out how to control the technology to meet our values and needs, rather
than being controlled by it. With the rapid pace at which new digital products
and services are being developed, parents report feeling particularly
overwhelmed. They fear missing out on what benefits tech might hold for their
families, yet don?t fully trust that electronic devices and apps are designed or
marketed with their child?s best interests in mind.

and honing in on their

We doctors used to urge parents to discourage media use under age two, and
to limit kids?use to two hours a day, at most. But we have now arrived at a
more nuanced understanding of the various ways in which children use digital
tools.
Source: Jenny Radesky
Read Fu ll ar t icle
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THESUNNEVERSETS
It is said that travel is the best education. This statement
certainly rings true because not only will you find out how
different the world can be, but more importantly you will
learn how similar people in their expressions and needs are.
Last month I had the opportunity to travel to Ghana, West
Africa to visit colleagues and friends. The trip was timed as
such to coincide with the installation of a 5kVa Solar Power
System on the residence of my longtime friend and founder
of HABESHA Inc., Cashawn Myers. Here was an opportunity to
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There were language barriers and interpreters were
necessary, but as tradesmen we were all able to
communicate through the usage of pictures and schematic
drawings. Symbols and electrical theoretic principles are
universally understood. My role was to ensure and inspect
the quality standards of the installation and verify and
translate to my friend and his family the technical
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the batteries. Not only was my friend satisfied
with the end result, but there was a level of
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training on solar

theory, in partnership

specifications of the design in laymen?s terms. For
example, the inverter is a hybrid that has an
internal charge controller to regulate the level of
charge on the battery back up system. This
means that the inverter will automatically
monitor and control the household usage of
power from the panels and stored energy from
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Teams. With over

electrical industry, he

share in experience and knowledge with a Ghanaian Solar
Installation Company. As we would learn, this particular
company had partnered with a Chinese group that handled
much of the system sizing and physical installation.
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Solar Energy.

assurance that the best practices and safety
precautions were taken. There was also a positive
exchange of ideas and information between
myself, the Ghanaian and the Chinese
tradesmen. I learned a good deal of how
electrical systems are set up in Ghana. To round
the trip off, I also taught a two-day intro course
on Solar Power to a group of Ghanaian people
from different walks of life. There is a significant
interest on an international scale for learning and
implementing solar power to solve some basic
energy need problems from an individual level up
to a national level. My travels reinforced why
teaching our youth and communities about
renewable power sources is so important and
relevant to our times.
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By January 2018,
Memphis Jookin
and several other
indigenous street
dance foundations
had been
completely taken
by the
entertainment
industry and used
by trend dancers
to attack the
economic progress
of street dance
cultures abroad.
Trend dancers are
taking our place in
the eyes of the
people by "riding

THEEXPANSE
Human creativity has a nurture vs. nature
style of development in the world of
urban dancers. It all starts when a hot
song breeds an era of good music
driven by people that love to make
people dance. Then, something
amazing happens. One person?s idea of
dancing spreads like wildfire and a new
dance move is born. The more amazing part is that in most
cases, indigenous street dance cultures have already
established a community model of what dance looks like
locally. The energy of how the specific environment has a good
time influences the energy of new dance moves. Now imagine
how this operation of actions reflects the entire world when its

and essence into
musicians. This can
be attributed to the
love of fame that all
dancers have fallen

Just as in the past, dance trends are continuing to come out
as music continues to develop new personalities. The major

in love with. They

difference in today?s generation is global access to everybody?s
?swagger ?. ?Swagger Jackers? or ?Culture Vultures? have been
good names for people that study other environments to take
its essence without acknowledgement. However, during this
expanse, it was every true culture?s opportunity to establish
unquestionable notoriety worldwide i.e. Jookin, Turfin and
Flexin. Though certain cultures moved out front to be
spectated, trend dancers still amassed the power of the music
industry which street dance culture still partially lacks today.
Daniel Price is the first
urban dancer to go viral on

appears the

Youtube and a Memphis

eliminate our

transfer our energy

not local but all over social media.

bandwagons". It

mission is to

progress and

are generating
income locally from
being seen but it is
not clear how many
others are
duplicating the
model and
becoming more
successful straight
from the marketing
of the videos and

Jookin Legend. He is also
the President of Menfes

other lucrative

Interactive's Dance

social ventures.

Technology and the COO of
Digital Dance Culture, LLC.

Even though there are hip hop stars using cultural foundations, they
wont establish street dance as a major key in their success and the
progression of popular music.
Author ?s Note: Imperialism Observation
By the dawn of 2016, trend dancers had begun to study Memphis
Jookin. Not to learn or respect the style, but to name their own dance
moves using our essence. Their intent is to come to our land, pretend to
be about the culture but never mention its name when they go off and
become known entertainers. This is an outright disrespect to cultural
tradition and an insult to my people. To make matters more difficult,
young cultured street dancers seek fame and the industry which
ultimately will nullifies the difference between trend dancers and street
dancers. However there will alway be a difference. Street dancers invent,
create and authenticate. Trend dancers assimilate, remix and replicate.
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.
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Fayetteville, GA 30214
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